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A. GUARANTEED CAR GEAR LOCKS
A.1. Leading-G-Lock Brand (Model 45-for Manual
Vehicles).
Why Leading-G-Lock (Model 45)?
Quality of a car gear lock is defined by the physical
strength of materials used to manufacture the lock,
reliability of its locking system, and physical design.
Leading Lock’s decision to deal in Top-mounted, Model
45 LEADING-G-LOCK was after undertaking a thorough
research in trying to find a tamper-proof gear lock
whose design and reliability would bring peace to any
car owner.
For the past 6 years, Leading Locks has and continues to
install this toughened brand for leading motor companies and individuals. Our leading clients are:
DT-Dobie, General Motors, and Toyota Kenya. No failures have so far been reported and this remains
their trusted brand which we offer with unmatched service delivery.

Key features Security Features
1)

The Lock’s body is made of stainless steel and completely protects the lock’s inner core.
The lock’s body and core are held in position by special bolts ensuring that the lock
remains compact and tamper-proof

2)

The inner locking mechanism has strong and thick springs ensuring that the lock does not
jam when in use.

3)

Leading-G-Lock is designed with provision for brackets to fit directly on to the lock. This
ensures that once installation is done, the lock and the bracket remains firm. With our
Model 45 Leading-G-Lock, there is no worry of inner lock components getting loose or
dropping out from the lock as is the case in some gear locks

4)

Leading-G-Lock has hardened smooth shackles with high quality & appealing plastic
casings.
5) Certificates issued upon installation
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A.2. Leading-G-Lock Brand (Pin Gear Lock-for Automatic Vehicles)
This Pin Gear Lock is suitable for automatic cars. It is
highly secure and blends with a car’s console. Leading
Locks has highly experienced and skilled technicians who
are well known by leading Motor Companies & UN
Agencies for their quick response, skills and speed when it
comes to installation of gear pin gear locks in diverse
range of vehicles. Certificates are issued upon installation.
For the past 6 years, Leading Locks has and continues to
install this toughened brand for leading motor companies
and individuals. Our leading clients are: DT-Dobie, General
Motors, and Toyota Kenya. No failures have so far been
reported and this remains their trusted brand which we offer
with unmatched service delivery

Warranty for All our Car Locks: 5 Years.

A.3.Other Gear Locks Brands:
a. Mul-t-Lock Pin and top-Mounted Gear Locks
b. Viro Pin & Top-Mounted Gear Locks

NOTE: The robust nature of steel casing, secure keying system, and aesthetic finish make
LEADING-G-LOCK the most preferred brand by motor companies, and car-owners.
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B. GUARANTEED CAR ALARMS
B.1. Leading Alarm
Why Leading Alarm?
Vehicles that have immobilizers/alarms installed with recognized standards have
proven to reduce theft of vehicles compared to those that do not have security
systems fitted. It is however important to note that not all vehicles with
immobilizers/alarms are safe since professional thieves and opportunists have
devised ways of countering the security aspects of some of these alarms which
have been in the market for sometimes now. Leading Locks, in realizing the key
weaknesses of common alarm systems, opted to deal in LEADING ALARMS as an
alarm of choice! This is due to its unique high security features which are not
available in other common alarms.
The KEY FEATURES THAT MAKE LEADING ALARM MORE SUPERIOR THAN OTHER ALARMS
1) Override Switch: Traditionally, many car alarms have secret override buttons that in most cases
can be easily reached by car owner while seated on a driver’s seat. Depending on where the car is
parked, there have been cases of thieves breaking into cars (despite the siren sound) and
successfully searching for hidden override switches then driving away with cars. Whenever siren
sounds, many professional thieves have devised ways of remaining calm thus convincing the public
that they are the car owners and it’s only that their car has had an alarm problem. To ensure
absolute safety of a car, Leading Alarm, other than having siren, has an override switch in its
remote device. Any thief breaking into a car especially in remote places with the hope of
searching and finding an override switch ends up being disappointed with high chances of being
caught. With leading Alarm, overriding the alarm DOES NOT MEAN, disabling a car’s central
locking completely as is the case of many alarms-overriding only cuts off the alarm but car doors
can still be closed and opened using remote.
2) Shock Sensor: Unlike many other types of common alarms whose sirens sound immediately
when a vehicle detects external physical interferences, Leading Alarm’s shock sensor works in two
stages. In the first stage, when a vehicle detects an external force, the alarm gives a warning sound
then stops. This is important especially when one accidentally leans or touches a car as it acts as a
warning. This first physical vibration is stored by the alarm. On the second stage, when physical
interference continues, the alarm siren starts to sound continuously.
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3) Arming Time Lapse: In many common alarm systems, when arming remote button is pressed, it takes
close to 1 minute before the car can be armed. This means when a car owner presses an arming button and
rushes in an office or house, a thief can time him/her and immediately break into the car before arming time
elapses. With Leading Alarm, a car is armed immediately when an arming button is pressed.

4) Panic Button-Leading Alarm has a panic button enabling a car owner to immediately identify
his/her car within a crowded parking lot. Incase a car owner notices suspicious people near his car,
he/she can also send them warning signals by pressing the panic button.
5) Silent sound/Siren: The sound of Leading alarm can be set to silent mode. This can be a security
feature especially when a driver does not want his/her presence to be known. In many instances,
an alarm’s sound is enough to announce that a car owner has arrived the moment he/she leaves
the car and arms it.
6) Remote capabilities and Designs: Leading Alarm’s remote is very sensitive and covers an area of
about 100meters. This is important in sending warning signals when a car owner notices suspicious
people near his/her car. Remote batteries are also long lasting and take about 1 year under normal
usage. Further, Leading Alarm’s remotes are not only of high quality and durable, but they are also
available in stylish designs offering car owners a diverse range of choice. The remotes have
different buttons. A car owner therefore does not need to listen to sounds to confirm that their
cars are armed or doors are locked.

B.2. Autowatch Alarm
This is a reliable alarm with standard alarm features:
 Immobilizer
 Anti- hijack
 Shock-sensor
 Central locking options.

B.3. Basic Alarms
A part from our Superior and Standard Alarms, we have genuine Basic Alarms. Basic alarms do not
have the Anti- Hijack, Immobilizer & Override Key Switches but have Shock Sensors and can be linked to
cars’ Central Locking systems.
Note: All our Alarms are guaranteed with after sale Services offered to all clients
For more on our Car Security Products and services, visit: www.leadinglocks.com
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B.4. Comparing Alarm & Features
While both Leading Alarm and Auto-watch 227RL have basic alarm features, Leading Alarm has extra special
features making it much superior. The similarities and differences between the two alarms are as tabulated
below:

LEADING ALARM

AUTO-WATCH ALARM(277RL)
Key Similarities

Has Anti-hijack

Has Anti-hijack

Has Immobilizer

Has Immobilizer

Has a shock Sensor

Has a shock sensor

Can be linked to a Car’s Central Locking
system

Can be Linked to a Car’s Central Locking system

Key Differences
Central Locking is inbuilt in Remote-When
alarm is disabled , remote still controls
opening and closing of doors

Central Locking is not inbuilt in Remote-Ones alarm is disabled, remote
does not control opening and closing of doors

When Shock is detected, shock sensor
gives first warning sound. If the shock
continues, siren is activated(Unnecessary
siren sound controlled)

When any shock is detected, the siren is readily activated (siren sound
cannot be controlled).

Has Panic button for warning or
identifying a vehicle

Has No Panic Button

Arming time is immediate

Arming takes about 40 seconds

Alarm is disabled/deactivated by
programming codes using remote(Only
known to a car user - more secure)

Alarm deactivation is by a secret switch inside a car(One can take time
and search for the button in the car-vulnerable)

Alarm sound can be muted when the car
is armed

Alarm cannot be muted-sound is always produced when the car is
armed/when doors are being opened or closed.

4 Remote buttons for specific functions,
diverse design or remotes to choose from

One remote buttons (One has to listen to sounds), one design of remote.

Note: All the Alarms are guaranteed with after sale Services offered to all clients
For more on our Car Security Products and services, visit: www.leadinglocks.com
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C. RELIABLE VEHICLE TRACKING SOLUTION.

Leading Locks has more than just a basic vehicle tracking solution, but a complete Fleetmanagement System.

Key Features.
Real-Time Tracking
1) Real-time vehicle location through PC, tablet or 3G phones
2) Battery disconnection notification by email option
3) Engine/Vehicle status(engine on or off, vehicle moving or stationery
4) Real-time vehicle speed
Vehicle Immobilization.
With immobilization option activated, vehicles can be remotely stopped through sms.
Immobilization can also be effected when a vehicle is parked for security reasons.
Geofence.
Getting reports based on defined routes/regions
Possible Reports:
1) Detailed Activity report
2) Excessive Idle Report,
3) Geofence Report,
4) Ignition report
5) Journey report
6) Mileage report
7) Night Time Driving Report,
8) Over-Speeding Report,
9) Stop Time Report
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C.1 Web-based Tracking Illustration
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D. OTHER CAR SERVICES & ACCESSORIES:
Other Car services and accessories provided by Leading Locks include:
1) Car Key-cutting(Standard Keys & Transponder Keys)
2) Car Identity
3) Wheel Locks/Spare Tyre Locks
4) Turbo-Timer
5) Car Music System
6) Car Door Locks
7) Vehicle Towing Ropes
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